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 According to representationalism, the qualitative character of our phenomenal mental 

states supervenes on the intentional content of such states.  Strong representationalism makes a 

further claim: the qualitative character of our phenomenal mental states consists in the 

intentional content of such states.  Although strong representationalism has greatly increased in 

popularity over the last decade, I find the view deeply implausible.  In what follows, I will 

attempt to argue against strong representationalism by a two-step argument.  First, I suggest that 

strong representationalism must be unrestricted in order to serve as an adequate theory of qualia, 

i.e., it must apply to all qualitative mental states.  Second, I present considerations to show that 

an unrestricted form of strong representationalism is problematic. 

 

I.  What representationalism is 

 Most of the prominent representationalists endorse strong representationalist theories.  

Perhaps most notably, the representationalist theories of Tye (1995, 2000), Dretske (1995), and 

Lycan (1996) are all strong in form.  Unlike a weak version of representationalism, which simply 

notes the dependence of phenomenal character on intentional content, strong representationalism 

reduces phenomenal character to intentional content.  Strong representationalism thus aims to 

offer a theory of the nature of phenomenal character; as Tye has noted, representationalism in its 

strong form “aims to tell us what phenomenal character is.”  (Tye 2000, p. 45).  My interest in 
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what follows concerns representationalism only in its strong form.  As is common in the 

literature surrounding this theory, I will hereafter drop the qualifier “strong” and refer to the view 

in question simply as “representationalism.” 

It would seem that the first task facing a representationalist is to tell us what is special 

about the representational content in which phenomenal character is supposed to consist.  My 

belief that Cookie Monster is blue and my mental image of Cookie Monster have similar 

representational content; they both represent him as blue.  So, what about the representational 

content of the latter gives it its distinctive phenomenology?1  Answering this question is no small 

task, but once having done so, the representationalist must then address three further issues:  (1) 

externalist vs. internalist representationalism; (2) intermodal vs. intramodal representationalism; 

and (3) restricted vs. unrestricted representationalism. 

Although some representationalists have attempted to offer internalist versions of the 

theory (e.g., Rey 1993), most of the representationalists offer externalist theories (e.g., Tye 1995, 

2000; Lycan 1996; Dretske 1995, 1996).  If we accept the lessons of Putnam and Burge that 

representational states like belief are to be understood on an externalist model, then once we 

interpret qualitative states as representational states, it is most natural to construe them on the 

externalist model as well.  As Dretske notes, “Just as we distinguish and identify beliefs by what 

they are beliefs about, and what they are beliefs about in terms of what they stand in the 

appropriate relations to, so we must distinguish and identify experiences in terms of what they 

are experiences of.”  (Dretske 1996, p. 145) 

 Having decided whether to defend an externalist or internalist version of 

representationalism, the representationalist must also decide whether his theory applies across 

sensory modalities or only within particular sensory modalities.  Consider seeing something 
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flying overhead and hearing something flying overhead, or seeing a conical-shaped solid and 

feeling the same solid.  Can the phenomenal difference between the first and second experience 

in each of these pairs be explained solely in terms of representational content?  Some 

representationalists answer affirmatively, offering intermodal versions of representationalism.  

But other representationalists deny that we can always explain the differences in phenomenal 

content of experiences in different sensory modalities solely in terms of representational content, 

offering intramodal versions of representationalism.2  For these latter representationalists, we 

must offer some additional explanation to account for what makes a phenomenal content 

auditory rather than visual, or visual rather than tactual.  Typically, this additional explanation is 

provided in functionalist terms.  (See Lycan 1996, esp. pp. 134-35) 

 Finally, the representationalist must address the issue of the scope of his theory.  The 

class of phenomenal mental states and processes is standardly thought to include perceptual 

experiences, acts of imagination, bodily sensations, emotional states and moods.3  There is a 

phenomenal feel not only to seeing a beautiful sunset or to tasting a fine Merlot, but also to 

having a toothache or to feeling elated.  All of the representationalists take their theory to apply 

to perceptual experiences, but they differ on whether they extend the theory to non-perceptual 

experiences.  Those who limit their representationalism in any way to a subclass of states with 

phenomenal character offer restricted representationalist theories; those who take their 

representationalism to extend to all states with phenomenal character offer unrestricted 

representationalist theories. 

This last point is not meant to be relative to the specific list of phenomenal states given 

above.  For example, an increasing number of philosophers have recently argued that there is 

also a phenomenology to conscious occurent thought.  As Chalmers suggests, “When I think of a 
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lion, for instance, there seems to be a whiff of leonine quality to my phenomenology; what it is 

like to think of a lion is subtly different from what it is like to think of the Eiffel tower.”  

(Chalmers 1996, p. 20) 4  At present, I am not fully persuaded that there is a distinctive 

phenomenology to conscious thought, but should it turn out that there is, then for a 

representationalist theory to be unrestricted it will have to apply to conscious thought as well.  

The terms “restricted” and “unrestricted” representationalism are also found in Byrne 

(2001), but he uses them slightly differently from the way that I do here.  Byrne takes the 

distinction between restricted and unrestricted versions of representationalism to consist in 

whether the theory applies to bodily sensations.  A representationalist theory that applies to both 

perceptual experiences and bodily sensations is unrestricted in his sense, regardless of whether it 

also applies to emotional states, moods, etc.  (A theory that applies to all phenomenal experience, 

including emotional states and moods, is what he refers to as “utterly unrestricted.”)  Thus, some 

of the representationalist theories that I classify as restricted would be unrestricted in Byrne’s 

sense.  Though this difference may seem to be a matter of mere terminological convention, its 

significance will become clear in the next section.  In short, because I argue that any 

representationalist theory that is not fully general in scope fails to provide an adequate theory of 

qualia, it is important that we are able to distinguish the full-scope representationalist views from 

those with any restrictions in scope. 

 

II.  Why representationalism must be unrestricted 

How the representationalist settles any one of the three issues I distinguished in Part I is 

logically independent of how he settles the other two.  An externalist theory might be inter- or 

intra- modal, an intermodal theory might be restricted or unrestricted, and so on.  Having 
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mentioned these three issues, I would now like explicitly to set the first two aside in order to 

focus on the third.  In what follows, I argue that representationalism must be unrestricted to 

provide an adequate account of qualia, but this leaves open the question whether it must take any 

particular stance on the issue of externalism/internalism or the issue of cross-modal applicability.   

 To start, it will be useful to look more closely at the differences among 

representationalists with respect to the restrictiveness of their theories.  At the most restrictive 

end of the spectrum we find a version of representationalism that applies solely to perceptual 

states.  McGinn advocates this position, claiming that “what fixes content fixes qualia” but 

denying that bodily sensations have intentional content.  (McGinn 1991, p. 298)  As he notes: 

[B]odily sensations do not have an intentional object in the way perceptual experiences 

do.  We distinguish between a visual experience and what it is an experience of; but we 

do not make this distinction in respect of pains.  Or again, visual experiences represent 

the world as being a certain way, but pains have no such representational content.  

(McGinn 1997, pp. 8-9) 

This was also the position once advocated by Tye.  Though he has now abandoned this view, in 

the early 1990s he took the qualitative aspects of visual experiences to be exhausted by their 

representational contents while explicitly denying that this point applied to pain experiences.  

(Tye 1992) 

Other restricted representationalists go further.  For example, it is clear that Dretske 

means his representationalism to apply at least to perceptual experiences and bodily sensations, 

but not to apply to moods.  He explicitly notes that there are some experiences such as “a general 

feeling of depression” to which he does not extend his representationalist theory, although he 
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does not deny that they have phenomenal character.  (Dretske 1995, p. xv)  His discussion leaves 

open the question whether his representationalism is meant to apply to any emotional states. 

Finally, at the least restrictive end of the spectrum we find versions of the theory that 

apply to all phenomenal experiences—perceptual experiences, bodily sensations, emotional 

states, and moods—and thus count as unrestricted.  Of the representationalists, Tye is perhaps 

the most explicit about his commitment to unrestricted representationalism, claiming that “All 

states that are phenomenally conscious—all feelings and experiences—have intentional content” 

and moreover that the intentional content of any such state exhausts its phenomenal character.  

(Tye 1995, p. 93)  But many of the other prominent representationalists, such as Lycan (1996) 

and Harman (1996), seem best interpreted as committed to unrestricted versions of 

representationalism as well. 

This is perhaps not surprising, because restricted representationalism seems inherently 

problematic.  Consider a restricted representationalist who denies that the phenomenal character 

of, say, bodily sensations is exhausted by their intentional content.  Suppose, however, that such 

a theorist nevertheless admits that bodily sensations have intentional content.  As Byrne has 

recently argued, this position is inherently unstable: 

[I]t is quite unclear how it could be simultaneously shown that the supervenience of 

character on content held in the case of, say, visual experiences but failed in the case of, 

say, itches.  If there were an argument for intentionalism about visual experiences, why 

couldn’t it be adapted to the case of itches?  Conversely, if a convincing counterexample 

to supervenience were produced for itches, that would raise the suspicion that 

counterexamples concerning other experiences with propositional content (visual 
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experiences, as it might be) are waiting in the wings.  Failure to find a counterexample 

would not allay the suspicion. (Byrne 2001, pp. 205-06) 

Two minor qualifications are in order as we consider this argument.  First, Byrne makes 

this point in the context of defending a version of weak representationalism (a view he calls 

intentionalism), and thus concerns himself only with the issue of the supervenience of 

phenomenal content on intentional content.  In contrast, strong representationalism involves 

reduction.  But since reduction implies supervenience (and strong representationalism implies 

weak representationalism), any counterexamples to the supervenience claim of weak 

representationalism will also be counterexamples to the reductive claim of strong 

representationalism; if itches provide counterexamples to supervenience, they will a fortiori 

provide counterexamples to reduction.  And then the same charge of instability that Byrne raises 

against restricted versions of weak representationalism can be raised against restricted versions 

of strong representationalism.  The same examples that show that the phenomenal content of 

bodily sensations fails to supervene on its intentional content also show that the phenomenal 

content of bodily sensations fails to reduce to its intentional content, and the existence of such 

examples will give rise to suspicions that we could find similar examples of this reductive failure 

among our perceptual experiences. 

The second qualification is that (as I noted in Section I above) Byrne draws the 

distinction between restricted and unrestricted representationalism differently from the way I 

do—for him, a representationalist theory counts as unrestricted as long as it applies to both 

perceptual experiences and bodily sensations.  In line with this way of drawing the distinction, 

Byrne intends his argument simply to count against any representationalist theory that does not 

apply to bodily sensations.  His argument as stated thus has no force against a theory which 
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applies to both perceptual states and bodily sensations but not to other phenomenal states such as 

emotions and moods—a theory that still counts as restricted in my sense of the term.  For our 

purposes, then, Byrne’s argument is not sufficiently general; we would need to extend it to count 

against any restrictions in the scope of the representationalist theory. 

 But suppose that we have suitably amended Byrne’s argument to account for the 

preceding point.  Unfortunately, however persuasive this amended argument, it still cannot be 

wholly satisfactory.  First of all, as Byrne himself admits, this argument does not apply to the 

restricted representationalist who denies that bodily sensations are intentional.5  Such a 

representationalist has a clear explanation for the failure of supervenience in the case of bodily 

sensations—there is no supervenience base!  Analogously, the phenomenal content of a bodily 

sensation cannot be reduced to its intentional content if it has no intentional content.  Given this 

explanation of the failure of representationalist reduction when it comes to bodily sensations, we 

would have no special reason to be suspicious that, when dealing with an experience that has 

intentional content, the representationalist reduction will not succeed.  Second of all, and more 

importantly, given the implausibility of the supposition that bodily sensations have no intentional 

content at all, even the restricted representationalist who accepts the intentionality of bodily 

sensation is unlikely to be moved by Byrne’s assessment of the situation.  In response to Byrne’s 

suggestion that anti-representationalist suspicions reasonably persist even in the absence of a 

counterexample in the domain of perceptual experience, the representationalist might equally 

reasonably insist that the burden of proof shifts to the anti-representationalist to produce such a 

counterexample. 

 Nonetheless, though Byrne’s argument does not fully succeed, I think that there is a 

better case to be made against restricted representationalism.  The most that a restricted 
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representationalist can offer is an account of the specific category of phenomenal character to 

which his theory extends—perceptual phenomenal character, say, or alternatively perhaps, 

perceptual/sensational phenomenal character (assuming the latter can even be considered a 

category of phenomenal character).  In offering such an account, the representationalist at least 

owes us an argument why we cannot explain the other categories of phenomenal character in the 

same way.  Moreover, for any such argument to be persuasive, it will have to invoke phenomenal 

differences between the sort of phenomenal character that it attempts to explain and the sort of 

phenomenal character that it does not attempt to explain.  Specifically, the restricted 

representationalist cannot usefully rely on purported representational differences between the 

different kinds of phenomenal character to carry this argumentative burden; to do so would be 

question begging. 

I suspect that such an argument would be hard to come by, as is indicated by the 

considerations raised by Byrne.  But supposing that the restricted representationalist could 

develop such an argument, we might still feel unsatisfied, and reasonably so.  The problem is 

that, even with such an argument, the representationalist has still only accounted for a subclass 

of phenomenal character, not phenomenal character in general.  Restricted representationalism 

does not offer us a theory of phenomenal character at all.  It cannot tell us anything about the 

nature of phenomenal character in general; it cannot tell us what phenomenal character is.  This 

strikes me as a particularly deep problem for the restricted representationalist. 

Faced with this problem, however, the proponent of restricted representationalism has a 

likely line of response: deny that phenomenal character is a natural kind.6  This strategy is 

increasingly familiar elsewhere in contemporary discussions of philosophy of mind.  For 

example, Paul Griffiths has argued that there is no single natural kind underlying what we refer 
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to by the term “emotion.”7  So perhaps a similar point applies to the term “phenomenal 

character.”  This term might pick out two or more distinct natural kinds, kinds whose natures or 

essential features are quite different from one another.  Let’s call this the “No Natural Kind” 

response, or NNK.  If NNK were true, then restricted representationalism could evade the 

objection that I posed above.  The representationalist would not be merely accounting for one 

“subclass” of phenomenal character, as I put it above, but for a distinct natural kind.  As such, he 

need not worry about other kinds of phenomenal character for which he did not account. 

Ultimately, I think, the NNK response is unlikely to succeed in saving the restricted 

representationalist.  A complete explanation of its failure requires that we investigate the notion 

of a natural kind, and that would take us somewhat far afield.  But even without that 

investigation, we can get at least a rough sense of why we should reject NNK.  First of all, let’s 

note that as familiar as this strategy may be elsewhere in philosophy of mind, it is by no means 

uncontroversial.  To return to our example above, it is not as if everyone (or even most everyone) 

now agrees that the term “emotion” fails to pick out a natural kind.  In fact, I think it would be 

fair to say that Griffiths’ claim about the emotions is hotly disputed.  Just as it is hard to give up 

on the idea that what we commonly call the emotions are all members of the same natural kind, it 

is hard – probably even harder – to give up on the idea that phenomenal feel is a kind.  In 

offering the NNK response, in other words, the restricted representationalist is faced with quite a 

hard pill to swallow.   

To see this, let’s be clear about what exactly it means for the proponent of NNK to claim 

that there are two genuinely different natural kinds that fall under what we term “phenomenal 

character.”8  Philosophers’ favorite example of this phenomenon, where we have one word for 

two distinct natural kinds, is the term “jade,” which turns out to refer to two different minerals, 
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jadeite and nephrite.  Both jadeite and nephrite have the same surface properties, but 

investigation reveals that they have different underlying properties, i.e., their physical structures 

differ significantly from one another.  NNK proposes something analogous about the case of 

phenomenal character: perceptual phenomenal character and bodily sensational phenomenal 

character (let’s say) are two distinct kinds – while they have the same surface properties, 

investigation reveals that they have different underlying properties.  In this case the different 

underlying properties are their intentional properties. 

In evaluating this analogy, it is useful to reflect on the following question.  Why, in the 

case of jade, did the discovery that jadeite and nephrite have such different underlying properties 

move us to reject the claim that jade itself is a natural kind?  Presumably it was because we have 

the sense that those underlying physical properties – rather than the surface properties – are what 

really matter when dividing gems into natural kinds.  But do we really want to say something 

similar about phenomenal character?  Here it seems much less plausible that we should disregard 

the surface properties – the very feel of the phenomenal feel – when figuring out whether 

phenomenal character is really a single natural kind. 

In offering the NNK response, restricted representationalists are essentially arguing as 

follows:  ‘Representationalism tries to explain the nature of phenomenal states in terms of 

intentional states.  But only some phenomenal states are reducible to intentional states.  So not all 

phenomenal states must have the same nature, that is, phenomenality must not be a single natural 

kind.’  Put this way, the suggestion cannot help but seem ad-hoc.  The mere fact that 

representationalism can only account for what we consider to be a subclass of phenomenal 

character does not itself show that the other subclass is a different natural kind.  In the absence of 
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additional considerations, I am much more inclined to reject representationalism than I am to 

reject the claim that phenomenal character forms a single kind. 

 The NNK response thus fails to save the restricted representationalist from the charge 

that he has failed to offer us a theory of phenomenal character.  Are there any other responses 

available to him for answering this charge?  Perhaps he will attempt to deny that the sorts of 

states that cannot be reduced to intentional states are genuinely phenomenal.9  But this move has 

no plausibility at all when it comes to bodily sensations—surely there is something it is like to 

have a throbbing headache, and something else it is like to feel a tickle or an itch—and does not 

fare much better in the case of moods and emotional states.  Thus, the restricted 

representationalist must simply face the fact that his view fails to provide a general account of 

phenomenal character.  Restricted representationalism may tell us something important about 

perceptual experiences, or about perceptual/sensational experiences, but it doesn’t tell us what 

makes these states phenomenal states.  Insofar as representationalists intend to provide a theory 

of phenomenal character in general—as, for example, Tye does when he claims to be offering a 

“global view” (Tye 1995, p. xiii) and to tell us “what phenomenal character is” (Tye 2000, p. 45) 

or as Dretske does when he claims that “All mental facts are representational facts” (Dretske 

1995, p. i)—restricting the theory precludes the possibility of success. 

 In assessing the threat that these considerations pose to restricted representationalism, we 

can draw a useful analogy to the threat that inverted and absent qualia thought experiments pose 

for functionalism.  Functionalism aims to give us a theory of the mind, that is, it aims to tell us 

what makes a mental state mental.  Inverted and absent qualia thought experiments, if successful, 

show that functionalism is not wholly general—it cannot account for qualitative states.  While a 

functionalist might try to restrict his theory to nonqualitative states, a restricted functionalism can 
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no longer serve as a theory of mind—it no longer tells us what makes a mental state mental.  

Likewise, a restricted representationalism can no longer serve as a theory of phenomenology—it 

no longer tells us what makes a phenomenological state phenomenological. 

As Heil has summarized the problem for functionalism, “Functionalism reduces mental 

properties to causal powers.  If qualia—the qualitative dimension of conscious experiences—

resist reduction, we are faced with a choice.  Either we reject functionalism, or we bite the bullet 

and accept that conscious qualities are not, after all, essential to states of the mind.”  (Heil 1998, 

p. 123)  We can cast the argument I have raised against representationalism in a parallel way:  

Representationalism reduces phenomenology to intentionality.  If some phenomenal states resist 

reduction, we are faced with a choice.  Either we reject representationalism, or we bite the bullet 

and accept that the states in question are not, after all, phenomenal.  Given the powerful intuitive 

considerations against biting that particular bullet, the representationalist must thus deny that any 

phenomenal states resist reduction and embrace unrestricted representationalism. 

 

III.  Why unrestricted representationalism is implausible 

 The considerations of Section II show that the representationalist must embrace an 

unrestricted version of representationalism in order to offer an adequate theory of qualia.  This 

conclusion may seem relatively unthreatening to most of the prominent representationalists, 

given that they already embrace unrestricted (or nearly unrestricted) theories already.  In this 

section, however, I argue that this conclusion should in fact lead to the rejection of 

representationalism, for unrestricted representationalism is highly problematic. 

My argument proceeds by consideration of one of the primary motivations for 

representationalism—the alleged transparency of experience.  Experience is said to be 
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transparent in the sense that we ‘see’ right through it to the object of that experience, analogously 

to the way that we see through a pane of glass to whatever is on the other side of it.   Harman 

introduced such considerations into the contemporary debate about qualia in a now-famous 

passage: 

When Eloise sees a tree before her, the colors she experiences are all experienced as 

features of the tree and its surroundings.  None of them are experienced as intrinsic 

features of her experience.  Nor does she experience any features of anything as intrinsic 

features of her experiences.  And that is true of you too.  There is nothing special about 

Eloise’s visual experience.  When you see a tree, you do not experience any features as 

intrinsic features of your experience.  Look at a tree and try to turn your attention to 

intrinsic features of your visual experience.  I predict you will find that the only features 

there to turn your attention to will be features of the presented tree….  (Harman 1990, p. 

667) 

Representationalists contend that their theory offers the best possible explanation of experiential 

transparency.  The reason that we cannot introspectively find any intrinsic features of our 

experience is that there are none to find; the phenomenal character of experience is wholly 

constituted by the representational content of the experience.  Considered schematically (and as 

typified by the presentation in Tye 2000), the argument proceeds as follows: 

1. Visual experience is transparent, i.e., in introspecting a visual experience of object O, one 

is not directly aware of any qualities of the experience itself but only of a range of 

qualities experienced as being qualities of the surfaces of O (let us call these ‘surface 

qualities’).  It is only by being aware of these surface qualities that one is aware that 

one’s visual experience has the phenomenal character that it does. 
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2. When the surface qualities that are experienced change, so too does the phenomenal 

character of one’s experience. 

3. These two premises are best explained by the representationalist hypothesis, i.e., that the 

phenomenal character of visual experience is wholly constituted by the representational 

content of the experience. 

4. Premises (1) and (2) generalize to hallucinations and other perceptual modalities, as well 

as bodily sensations and moods. 

5. Thus, the representationalist hypothesis too should be generalized: the phenomenal 

character of experience is wholly constituted by the representational content of the 

experience. 

Given that both representationalists and non-representationalists alike have endorsed the claim 

that experience is transparent, this argument seems to provide strong support for 

representationalism.  However, as I have argued elsewhere, this argument is threatened by two 

important ambiguities lurking in discussions of transparency, one concerning its strength, and 

one concerning its scope.10 

On the one hand, when representationalists invoke the notion of transparency they 

typically intend what I call strong transparency, namely: 

Strong Transparency: it is impossible to attend directly to our experience, i.e., we cannot 

attend to our experience except by attending to the objects represented by that 

experience. 

Often, however, statements of the transparency thesis are importantly qualified.  To take just one 

example, Van Gulick expresses the thesis by noting that experiences “are so transparent that we 
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typically ‘look’ right through them.”  (Van Gulick 1992, p. 438, my emphasis)11   This gives us a 

second interpretation of experiential transparency, what I call weak transparency, namely: 

Weak Transparency: it is difficult (but not impossible) to attend directly to our 

experience, i.e., we can most easily attend to our experience by attending to the 

objects represented by that experience. 

The above argument for representationalism clearly fails if we understand experiential 

transparency in terms of weak transparency.  If experience were only weakly transparent, then 

we could (at least in principle) avoid seeing through it—and this is in tension with the claim that 

awareness of surface qualities provides us with our only means for becoming aware that our 

visual experience has the phenomenal character that it does.  Moreover, this same consideration 

shows that weak transparency not only undermines the above argument for representationalism 

but also undermines the theory itself — no matter how the representationalist chooses to argue 

for it.  To avoid seeing through an experience to what is represented is to become introspectively 

aware of some properties of that experience that go beyond its representational content.  This 

would mean that properties of the experience itself, rather than just what is represented by the 

experience, figure in the phenomenal character of the experience.  Thus representationalists’ 

reduction of phenomenal character to representational content would fail. 

 It is worth noting that representationalism is threatened by the mere discovery of this 

ambiguity.  Uncovering the ambiguity not only highlights the strength of the claim about 

transparency needed for the representationalist to support his theory, but also places the burden 

of proof on the representationalist to show that our pretheoretic intuitions concerning 

transparency support strong rather than weak transparency.  Nonetheless, it is also worth noting 

that if the antirepresentationalist wants to use this ambiguity to motivate the rejection of 
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representationalism, the burden is on her to show that the phenomenological data support weak 

rather than strong transparency. 

 Though in what follows I argue against strong transparency, I do so primarily in the 

context of discussing the second of the two ambiguities mentioned above, namely, the ambiguity 

concerning the scope of transparency intuitions.  When we turn to the phenomenological data in 

an effort to determine whether it is impossible or merely difficult to attend to properties of our 

experiences themselves, we quite naturally start to distinguish among different kinds of 

experiences.  Even if some kinds of experience are strongly transparent, the question arises as to 

whether this is true of all kinds of experience. 

As we saw in the quotation from Harman above, intuitions about transparency begin with 

perceptual experience, and although this is where such intuitions are the most deeply entrenched, 

even here the transparency thesis is not uncontroversial.  As Block has noted, there are examples 

of visual experience in which “the diaphanousness of perception is much less pronounced.”  

(Block 1996, p. 35)  His primary example is that of a phosphene-experience, the color sensations 

that you can produce by closing your eyes and pushing on your eyeballs.  According to Block, it 

is implausible to suppose that “introspecting a phosphene experience is purely a matter of 

attending to an intentional object of perception.”  (Block 1996, p. 35)  Another example is blurry 

vision.  When a farsighted person tries to read without her glasses, her visual experience has the 

phenomenal character of blurriness.  But she need not take the blurriness to be a property of the 

intentional object of her perception, that is, she need not take the blurriness to inhere in the 

words that she is reading.  Thus, in focusing on the blurriness of her experience, she can focus on 

her experience independently of focusing on what is represented by that experience. 
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But let us set these examples of special kinds of visual experiences aside and suppose for 

the sake of argument that strong transparency holds for most visual experiences, or even for all 

visual experiences.  In fact, let us suppose that it holds for perceptual experience generally.  The 

question remains:  Why should we think that it applies to other, non-perceptual experiences? 

With respect to bodily sensations and moods, Tye offers the following two sets of 

considerations: 

Suppose you have a pain in your toe.  Then your toe is where you feel the painful 

disturbances to be.  Now try to turn your attention away from what you are experiencing 

in your toe to your experience itself apart from that.  Again, inevitably what you end up 

focusing on is simply what is going on in your toe, or rather what your experience 

represents is going on there.  (Tye 1995, p. 136; see also Tye 2000, p. 50) 

Even in the case of general moods, transparency exists.  Suppose you suddenly feel 

elated.  … You feel full of energy, disposed to smile easily, quick to response.  You sense 

or experience a whole host of subtle changes in yourself.  Now turn your attention away 

from these things that you are feeling to the feeling or experience itself apart from them.  

Try to focus on that alone.  I submit, again, that it is not possible.  In attending to the 

feeling, inevitably you find yourself focusing again on what you are feeling, on its 

content …  (Tye 1995, p. 136; see also Tye 2000, p. 51) 

I confess that I find both of these passages (and, more generally, the suggestion that transparency 

applies to bodily sensations and moods) deeply puzzling.  Tye predicts that when I have a pain in 

my toe I will be unable to turn my attention away from what I am experiencing in my toe to my 

experience itself apart from that.  To be honest, I don’t even know what attentional shift I am 

being asked to attempt in this case, but suppose that I were just to grant Tye his prediction.  How 
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does this support transparency?  The fact that when I have a pain in my toe I cannot separate the 

experience as it is in itself from the experience as an experience in my toe does not show that the 

experience is transparent; it just shows that being a toe-experience is essential to it.  Likewise, 

the fact that I cannot separate my pulse-quickening and fullness of energy from my experience of 

elation does not show that the experience is transparent.  It just shows that the pulse-quickening 

and fullness of energy are essential aspects of this particular elation-experience. 

 In essence, I expect that my worry boils down to the fact that I simply do not understand 

what it means to claim that bodily sensations and moods are transparent.  But here it seems that I 

am not alone. Consider the extensive discussions of particular nonperceptual experiences—most 

notably, perhaps, the orgasm—for which representationalism has an especially hard time 

accounting.12  The problem for representationalists is that an orgasm does not seem to have any 

representational content (or, insofar as it does, its phenomenal content seems to outrun any such 

representational content).  In arguing that representationalism can adequately account for 

orgasms, the representationalists typically attempt to show that there is more to the 

representational content of an orgasm-experience than the antirepresentationalists admit.  Tye, 

for example, claims that an orgasm involves “sensory representations of certain physical changes 

in the genital region.  These changes quickly undulate in their intensity.  Furthermore they are 

highly pleasing.  They elicit and immediate and strong positive reaction.”  (Tye 1995, p. 118)  

But as his critics have noted, this representationalist account of orgasm seems woefully 

inadequate.  The mere perception of certain undulating changes in a particular bodily region 

cannot capture the phenomenal content of an orgasm.  And while it may be indisputable that the 

perception of the changes is “highly pleasing,” it is hard to see how we are to understand this 

notion nonphenomenally.  Perhaps the claim that these changes elicit immediate and strong 
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positive reactions is meant to provide an explanation in purely behavioral terms, but the 

representationalist is surely in trouble if he ends up with a behavioristic account of orgasm. 

More could be said about the specifics of this account, or others, that the 

representationalist has offered to reduce the phenomenal content of the orgasm to its intentional 

content.  But I don’t want to get lost in the details of the accounts of particular sensations.  For 

my purposes here, the moral I want to draw from the representationalist discussion of the orgasm 

concerns the surprising absence of any discussion of orgasmic transparency – surprising, that is, 

given that transparency is supposed to such a powerful motivation for representationalism.13  

When the antirepresentationalist presents the representationalist with an example of a sensation 

that seems to lack representational content, one would expect the representationalist to motivate 

his account of that sensation by drawing attention to the sensation’s transparency.  So why don’t 

things proceed this way?  I suspect it’s because even representationalists don’t know how to 

make sense of the transparency claim when it comes to the experience of an orgasm. 

So, where are we?  Suppose that we were to grant the representationalist the phenomenon 

of perceptual transparency.  Does that help us at all to establish nonperceptual transparent?  My 

discussion thus far suggests not.  The worry about nonperceptual transparency would persist 

even if all perceptual experiences were strongly transparent.  The problem is that the perceptual 

model does not seem easily adaptable to nonperceptual experiences.  And the puzzlement only 

increases as we recall that transparency is supposed to be an obviously recognizable aspect of 

our experience, so obvious that its presence has been alleged to present us with a problem about 

consciousness “so perplexing that some philosophers have despaired of ever solving [it]”  (Tye 

1995, p. 10).  But when it comes to nonperceptual experiences, to my mind the only thing that is 

perplexing is that anyone would have thought transparency applied to them in the first place. 
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 Earlier I suggested that the representationalist needs (strong) transparency to be true in 

order for his reduction of phenomenal character to representational content to succeed.  This 

point applies to the full range of phenomenal experiences.  If, for any experience, we could 

attend to the experience itself, rather than what the experience represents, then the phenomenal 

content of that experience would come apart from its representational content.  The unrestricted 

representationalist thus needs the transparency thesis to have the widest possible scope.  

Moreover, given the conclusion of Section II, the representationalist cannot restrict his theory to 

apply only to those experiences for which transparency is true.  Thus, it seems that the 

considerations just adduced, considerations that suggest that transparency does not apply to 

nonperceptual experiences, in turn suggest the failure of representationalism. 

 To be fair, however, I should admit that this conclusion is a bit hasty.  The real force of 

the considerations that I have raised about the transparency thesis with respect to nonperceptual 

experiences such as bodily sensations and moods is not so much that it is false as that it is 

inapplicable.  When we move away from the perceptual model, transparency claims make no 

sense.  For all I have said, this conclusion may well be compatible with representationalism. 

Interestingly, however, when we try to spell out the reason that these claims make no 

sense, our antirepresentationalist conclusion is bolstered.  We cannot make sense of transparency 

claims when it comes to nonperceptual experiences because we cannot make sense of attending 

to the representational content of the experience.  In the perceptual case, it is plausible (or at 

least, so we are supposing) that we cannot attend to the phenomenal character of the experience 

except by attending to the representational content of the experience.  This claim is bolstered by 

the fact that we typically have a clear enough sense of the representational content that we can 

understand what it means to be attending to it.   In contrast, in the nonperceptual case we often 
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lack such a sense.  Perhaps this is because we haven’t been sufficiently converted to 

representationalism (though if this is the case, then transparency certainly cannot be a motivation 

for the representationalist theory; rather, we would have already to be representationalists in 

order to be able to notice experiential transparency).  More likely, however, the reason that we 

cannot have a clear sense of the representational content in the nonperceptual cases is that, 

contra representationalism, the phenomenal character of the experience itself does not wholly 

consist in it.  Insofar as there is any representational content to these nonperceptual experiences, 

their phenomenal character overshadows it. 

 

IV.  Concluding Remarks 
 

It is possible that there are connections between the representational character of 

perceptual experience and its phenomenal character, perhaps even fundamental and important 

ones.  As I have argued, however, representationalism is implausible when it comes to 

nonperceptual experiences, which makes unrestricted representationalism problematic.  Thus, 

because representationalism must be unrestricted to be plausible, I conclude that 

representationalism ought to be rejected.14 
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Endnotes 
 
1 Here Tye has a particularly well-developed answer.  He suggests that phenomenal content is a 

species of non-conceptual representational content, in particular, non-conceptual representational 

content that is poised and abstract (Tye 1995). 

2 The terms intermodal and intramodal are also used in Byrne 2001.  Block 1996 casts the 

intermodal/intramodal distinction as a distinction between pure and quasi representationalism. 

3 For a discussion of the scope of states that have qualitative character, see e.g., Kim 1996, who 

notes that “qualitative sensory characters seem present also in mental states not normally 

classified as sensations.  Anger, joy, remorse, envy, pride, and other emotions appear to have 

certain distinctive qualitative feels to them…”  (p. 157) 

4 See also Horgan and Tienson 2002 and Pitt, forthcoming.   

5 Byrne ultimately adduces other considerations to show that “the non-intentional conception of 

sensations is decidedly unattractive.”  (Byrne 2001, p. 206) 

6 I am grateful to an anonymous referee for the suggestion that the representationalist is likely to 

make this response. 

7 See, e.g., Griffiths 2004. 

8 I take it that the restricted representationalist is better off claiming that there are two distinct 

natural kinds rather than trying to claim that phenomenal character comprises a disjunctive kind, 

given how controversial it is that we can even make sense of the notion of a disjunctive kind. 

9 In fact, one might suspect that the NNK response ultimately boils down to this denial.  The 

proponent of the NNK response says something like:  Intentionality can only give rise to this 

subclass of phenomenal character, so that subclass of phenomenal character must really be a 
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different natural kind.  This comes awfully close to the claim: that subclass of phenomenal 

character is not really phenomenal character at all. 

10 See Kind 2003. 

11 I give numerous other examples in Kind 2003. 

12 For a discussion of the problem orgasm presents for representationalism see e.g. Block 1996, 

pp. 33-34. 

13 See Tye 2000, p. 45. 

14 This paper was previously presented at philosophy department colloquia at the University of 

California, Santa Cruz and California State University, San Bernadino, as well as to the Southern 

California Philosophy Conference at the University of California, Irvine.  I am grateful to those 

audiences for helpful questions and discussion.  In addition, I owe special thanks to Peter Kung, 

Frank Menetrez, Julie Tannenbaum, and two anonymous referees for Philosophical Studies. 


